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About This Software

Test your PC's performance with 3DMark, the world's most popular gaming benchmark and graphics test. Featuring six
stunning real-time graphics and physics tests, 3DMark 11 is the industry standard performance test for DirectX 11 graphics

cards and gaming PCs.

Hundreds of press publications use 3DMark to test graphics cards, processors, gaming PCs, notebooks and laptops. Now you
can too!

New PC?

Run 3DMark to test your system for stability and performance.

Looking for better performance?

Use 3DMark to measure the effect of tweaking settings or overclocking your system.

Planning an upgrade?

Compare 3DMark scores and see which components offer the best bang for your buck.

Notice: 3DMark 11 requires a DirectX 11 compatible video card, and Windows Vista or Windows 7. Use 3DMark
Vantage for DirectX 10 systems.
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Key Features

Easy to use, no technical knowhow needed.

Professional grade, industry standard benchmark from Futuremark, the test experts.

Includes four graphics tests, a physics test and a combined graphics and physics test.

Demo mode featuring an evocative soundtrack by Pedro Macedo Camacho.

Note: The 64 bit version of this software does not currently run in the Steam beta client.
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English,Finnish,German,Traditional Chinese
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The 22GB download was a bit of a slap in the face. Also, keep in mind the scale of this show changes ( it is not life size ) .
Sometimes it is small and sometimes the characters are large. The story was good, the ending dragged on a bit. Last gripe was
that it's quite dark and for a younger audience ( 10 and under ) it might be a bit scary. Once the show starts though it's good and
the production value is quite nice. I enjoyed the early chapters the most with the enviornments being interesting and the voice
overs being very good. I got some performance stuttering towards the last scene as well for some reason (Vive Pro, 1.5ss, 1080
ti, wireless) but over all it was fine. I recommend it, it's a good sit down experience for the price.. its true she got
problems....SEXY PROBLEMS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Recommend – 7.5

Pro’s

This sequel improved a good amount from the first game. Per chapter and overall story arc’s all feel like there’s something going
on. The art style and music are wonderful and keep you immersed. Game puzzles have become more interesting and challenging
without becoming impossible. And the same hint mechanic is available in case you need it. Also, I did not run into any game
breaking bugs, which is always a plus.

Con’s

Once again, the story is completely linear, so there’s no real reason to continue playing once completed. Also, as far as I’m
aware, there are only single solutions to all puzzles. Adding more options and story/environment reactions to how to solve the
puzzles would increase this game’s replay value and score.

Overall

I would recommend this game to anyone who enjoys point and click adventures. There are some references to the prior game’s
story, so you may want to pick that one up as well, but find it on sale.. The novel strikes me not only by its appealing story lines
and beautiful music, but the thought-provoking philosophy in it . At the outset I have expected it to be a light and amusing story
on how a boy interacted with a monster, but it turns out that it is loaded with philosophical thoughts of the author who sees and
perceives the world in his very special way. I do not need to agree to all of them but they do inspire me to see the world from
another perspective. Look forward to a Part II, if there is.. A great waste of 10 bucks. Unless you can get this at $2.49 or lower,
stay away from this game.. First a short english review, because there is no other review right now. At the end you can find a
gameplay video about the first minutes. In the guide section is a full walkthrough from me.

AntiHorror is a short little indie-comedy-horrorgame. If you like wierd humor, it is fun.

Pros:

- Price
- It is funny
- Enjoyable

Cons:
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- Lots of Unity-Assets
- Game feels cheap
- Game is too dark

Nun gehts in deutsch weiter.

AntiHorror ist ein kleines Indie-Horrorspiel. Obwohl, eigentlich ist es kein Horror Spiel sondern eher Comedy. Sinn ergibt das
ganze gar nicht, aber es hat doch einige wirklich gute Lacher drin. Alles ist sehr skuril und absurd. Insgesamt ist es recht kurz,
man kann es unter einer Stunde durchspielen. Grafisch sieht es akzeptabel aus, ist aber sehr dunkel. Leider benutzt es viele
Unity Assets, die aus anderen Games bekannt sind.. Das Spiel hat nur eine russische Sprachausgabe, aber die Texte sind
englisch. Der Sound ist okay. Die Steuerung ist auch gut. Im ersten Teil des Spiels muss man 7 Notizen finden, danach gibt es
auch einige kleine Rätsel zu lösen. Alles eher unkompliziert. Mir hat es Spaß gemacht, aber man muss schon den spezellen
Humor mögen. Für den kleinen Preis empfehle ich es.

Pro:

- Witzig
- Preisniveau
- Macht Spaß

Contra:

- Besteht nur aus Unity Assets
- Insgesamt wirkt es sehr billig
- Spiel ist sehr dunkel

Hier ist ein Video der ersten Minuten, einen kompletten Walkthough von mir findet ihr in den Guides:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xPdiaPk8IAA
. A "game" without gameplay. I completed it in 30 minutes, and I took my time, trying my hardest to do anything but follow the
narrow path. You are offered some choices here, but if it's not the "right" choice, it resets and forces you to start over.
Ultimately this leads to little more than a barely interactive slideshow.

And the story, if you can call it one, has too little to offer to be anything new. Spoiler alert: having a drinking problem is not
good.. A very bland game. I had high hopes this would be as entertaining or intriguing as GORN or SUPERHOT VR, but
instead it turned out to be shallow as hell. You cannot throw a lot of objects, there is no music, and it does not have variety at all.
Overall, it didn't hook me at the beginning, and playing through just a little bit did not even catch my attention.

P.S. Don't mix politics with games, unless it's something like Democracy 3.. Another content piece that came with the Croft
Edition Extras.

Unlike the terrible looking 'Brocken' gear, at least the Golden Eagle is aesthetically pleasing and comes with a bow that's worth
using.

Still I cannot recommend aesthetic packs, even if they came with the game edition I purchased.
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The game gives you 80 save slots...game of the year.. It was a great arcade style dogfighting shooter. Last I checked, which was
a long time ago, there was only 3 bots on the multi-player server. Kind of pointless to buy.. Very nice game with lots of options.
Edit - It may not seem that I have many hours, but 1. I don't always launch it from steam (Takes more time) 2. Does not account
for my extreme amount of hours when before this was on Steam (OGPlanet - Original Owners)
No this isn't a polished 2017 game.
Rumble Fighter has always been there since ~2010 and so on.
This game was apart of my childhood.

Besides the obvious subjectivity,
the game does not full screen as in 16:9. (This does not bother me as I just enjoyed the game)
the game has a low population (A small community that doesn't seem to grow)
the game hasn't been updated to look like a 2017 game, but that's because it isn't. It was made in 2007 and 10 years of age will
make it seem unpolished.

This game doesn't lag, no matter what computer I have used it has never lagged.
Why do I recommend this game for the 2 people and maybe someone on my friends list who is stalking my reviews?
It really depends, if you come into this game expecting a new game, you will be disappointed and almost immediately stop
playing and never come back.
This game DOES require skill, there's many techniques and tricks you can pull off to outplay your enemy.
This game DOES have microtransactions \/ minor pay to win. If you're truly pro, you can easily defeat others even if they
purchase Scrolls \/ Exocores \/ Stat Items. Carat items are available with stats as well.

Why I like this game from 2010-now?
+ The Customization. I've always loved customizations and this game does well for me.
+ Anime \/ artstyle - not much to say, I just really enjoy how it looks.
+ Community - Not the toxic\/salty players (In every game there is always those bunch) but how the community created a
gamemode that never was official, but players somehow made it official. "NHAA" (No Hitting At All) is a player-made game
mode where fights are prohibited unless you ask to spar 1v1s or ask for permissions, the purpose is to farm carats and chat and
relax.
+ Nostalgia: I actually enjoyed this game and played it very much near 2010 when I was around 10+ years old. It still is fun to
me to this day.

Is this game ideal? No. Is this game good? No, not really, it is many imperfections, minor glitches (i.e. airgrabbing, counter
glitches - which don't \/ can't ruin gameplay), and also is not as professional as 2017 games are, but that's not what this is. This is
your chill game to meet other people and enjoy fighting \/ outplaying your enemy. I recommend this game because if there were
more players, I would definitely be playing this way more often.

From an old generation player. - KillerJames (Old IGN, is now "Jett"). Music will drive you insane. I expected a reskin of the
old Luxor (which is still worth playing) but got an IMPROVEMENT instead. I didn't think they could improve Luxor, with it
being a rather simple and elegant game, but they did improve it!

I like the futuristic vector graphics (which also make the game rather small, bytewise),the electronic music (there's even dubstep
for the bosses) and the new powerups.. Adorables is a horrible tablet game. Multiplayer hard-locked both mine and my friend's
computers. I give it 6/6 bullets (russian roulette)

Cuit Free to play!:
Hello everyone!

I have decided to make Cuit Free-To-Play now, as I sadly have no time left supporting this application anymore (for quite a
while already, actually). Hope some of you still find joy in solving the puzzles. I admit that the UI is to be improved (to say the
least), but yeah... Maybe one day I'll have the time to get back to it or make a sequel with more of a budget (or rather any budget
at all).

Greetings!. Update 1.12: Copy & Paste / Selection Mode and UI Improvements:
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Update 1.12:

New features:

Selection mode in editor

Copy and Paste (Duplicate) selections

Delete selections

New nano-splitter segment allowing for more flexible cable placement

Updated:

UI improvements (Will be improved more over time - I noticed the problems and suggestions from the community
concerning the UI)

Tool-Tip improvements: The tool-tips while hovering a gate have been improved upon community feedback

Bugfixes:

 Cable placement in editor now works in both ways.

 Once triggering a bomb (and turning it off again) in build mode won't blow up the level any more when turning the
build mode off.

 Escaping the build mode now asks to save the level when necessary

. Possible UI and resolution fix:
Hello everyone!

I heard a common problem are resolutions different from 1080p monitors. I tried to implement a fix / patch for this problem,
and that has been released now. I would be glad if you would check out the new update and see if the problems are fixed now!
Sorry for the inconvenience!

All the best,
Mykon
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